This is a Special Edition Issue
We invited artists from around the Great Plains (and beyond) to submit art they felt inspired and/or are reflective of our rural experience. The competition drew more than a dozen entries and was managed by Dawn Marie Guernsey, professor of Art at University of Kansas.
Invited Artists: 1st place: Matthew Burke brings an aesthetic of minimalism and grace to his works in wood which are poetic, subtle and filled with feeling.
2nd place: Michael Krueger is drawing American History in an original and unpretentious manner that supports the stories he tells, which are those of common people caught in the events of their eras. 
Artist Statement
At the heart of my activity as a sculptor is a fascination with form. Feats of engineering, both utilitarian and evolutionary, have always appealed to me. I am fascinated watching a cantilever bridge slowly rise, pause, and lower gently back down over the river in my home town of Chicago. I am equally awed by the intricacy of organic structures-a wasp's nest, a brain coral, the exoskeleton of a crustacean.
The efficiency, purposefulness and specificity of design of both the built and organic environment converge in my new work. This confluence of influences has lead to forms with a multitude of associations.
how things work-to steal with my eyes (as my father put it) while poring over the drafting tables and tools in the shops of his practice. The smell of machine grease and molten plastic defined my Saturday mornings, and that factory took an incredible hold. I am certain that the work I do today is due to those many hours of looking.
I am intrigued by the tools of the built environment-bridges, overpasses, barricades-that manipulate the movement of masses of people. My enchantment with organic forms is undoubtedly rooted in my amazement that they are also born out of necessity.
Some of the new work is more directly attached to the instigating source. Caveat, for instance, was inspired by the Jersey barrier, the concrete highway median divider that stretches millions of miles in countries around the world. This piece breaks down into 100 parts and takes up to two days to install.
Standing nearly fourteen feet tall, Caveat hovers in scale between monument and architecture-it seems it must have a function.
This assumption is something I have explored in each of the new pieces. The small, vent-like openings I have used on two of the pieces appear to have the ability to open and close-they communicate motion without being operational. They create an invitation and an impasse to the inside of the piece, piquing curiosity of its mysterious workings.
While I am assembling these pieces outside, removed from the gallery, passers-by often stop to ask me the obvious question: what is it? When the visitors sheepishly admit they did not know it was a sculpture I was putting up, I put down my wrenches, come down from the ladder and talk to them. I believe this is the duty of an artist working outdoors. They bring up grain silos and bunkers, and we talk about the shingled texture of an armadillo. There is a specificity to the construction of my work in the absence of a specific function. It is satisfying to me that in the context of viewing sculpture these pieces always remain a bit out of their element.
